
Your Source for Warmth! 
Coverage For Every Climate

HORSE CLOTHING
FALL 2022

NEW HORSEWARE® IRELAND® 
AMIGO BRAVO  
12 PLUS MEDIUM-WEIGHT 
TURNOUT BLANKET 
240947  List $270.00  
Dover’s Price: $259.95

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

https://www.doversaddlery.com/hw-amigo-bravo-12pls-med-trnot/p/X1-240947/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=cover


HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® 
ORIGINAL TURNOUT BLANKET
240793      List $340.00   
Dover’s Price: $329.95

This is THE original Horseware blanket, designed 
in Ireland by expert equestrians! Waterproof, 
durable and breathable, the all-around ideal 
heavyweight turnout blanket. Made of tough 1000 
denier ballistic nylon outer with 400 grams of 
thermobonded fiberfill for superior warmth. And, 
it comes with Horseware’s signature reusable 
eco-friendly Bag for Life for storage and travel! 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

FREE reusable  
eco-friendly  
Bag for Life  
with every  
Rambo purchase

Blanket your Horse   
in Quality Comfort
World-class protection from 

Horseware® Ireland!

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rambo-original-to-hvy-400g/p/X1-240793/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg1


More Warmth,   
Less Weight

The ideal solution for damp 
days & cool-weather layering

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Specially designed in Ireland with inclement  
weather in mind! This medium-weight turnout 
blanket keeps your horse warm and dry with 250 
grams of thermobonded fiberfill along the back and 
100 grams on the sides. Super-tough, waterproof, 
breathable outer in 1680 denier ballistic nylon, the 
strongest material on the market! 

HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
SUPREME MEDIUM-WEIGHT VARI-LAYER® 
TURNOUT BLANKET
240787      List $470.00   
Dover’s Price: $459.95

FREE reusable  
eco-friendly  
Bag for Life  
with every  
Rambo purchase

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rambo-supreme-to-med-vl-250g/p/X1-240787/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg2


This mid-weight blanket makes turnout comfortable 
in cold weather. Complete with a removable neck 
cover for adjustable coverage, it is made with a 
1200 denier waterproof outer and insulated 
with 250 grams of thermobond fiberfill. Specially  
designed closures give your horse optimal freedom  
of movement.

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Versatile Warmth   
For Colder Days

Adjustable protective coverage  
whatever the weather!

NEW HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® 

BRAVO 12 PLUS MEDIUM-WEIGHT 
TURNOUT BLANKET

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

240947       List $270.00  
Dover’s Price: $259.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/hw-amigo-bravo-12pls-med-trnot/p/x1-240947/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg3


More Coverage  
for Turnout Time

Lightweight protection  
for the damp & the dark!

HORSEWARE® IRELAND  
AMIGO® BRAVO 12 REFLECTECH PLUS  
TURNOUT BLANKET

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Perfect for turnout when the weather turns a bit 
chilly and damp. Lightweight coverage with 
removable neck cover and 100 grams fiberfill 
insulation provide top-to-tail protection from the 
elements. Strong and durable 1200 denier outer 
has reflective yarns woven throughout for ultimate 
visibility. Strategic closures deliver optimal freedom 
of movement. 

240799      List $330.00    
Dover’s Price: $319.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/amigo-bravo-12-refl-plus-100g/p/X1-240799/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg4


With 50 grams of insulation and a waterproof, 
breathable 600 denier ripstop outer, this  
lightweight blanket is the perfect coverup for  
exercising on cool days. Keeps coat looking  
great with a shine-enhancing, antibacterial,  
anti-static lining. Secures easily and allows  
horse to move freely. 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Simply the Perfect   
Paddock Protection
Ideal coverage with a touch  
of warmth for cool weather  

HORSEWARE® IRELAND  
AMIGO® HERO RIPSTOP LITE 
TURNOUT BLANKET
240258       List $125.00  
Dover’s Price: $114.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/amigo-hero-ripstop-to-lt-50g/p/X1-240258/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg5


Keeps Your Horse   
Warm & Dry

Waterproof, midweight warmth 
for when temps drop

NEW HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® 
BRAVO 12 WUG MEDIUM-WEIGHT 
TURNOUT BLANKET
240953       List $230.00  
Dover’s Price: $219.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Ideal for a narrow horse with high withers, this 
midweight blanket is specially designed to provide 
a snug, cozy fit. Waterproof and breathable with  
a tough 1200 denier outer and 250 grams of 
fiberfill insulating warmth. V-front closure allows 
comfortable grazing; patented front and back Leg 
Arches™ allow for freedom of movement.

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/hw-amigo-bravo-12-wug-med-tnot/p/X1-240953/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg6


The best mid-weight blanket WeatherBeeta has ever  
made! Expertly designed to deliver comfort and 
performance for your horse, it is insulated with 220 
grams of poly fiberfill, has an extremely tough 1680 
denier ballistic nylon outer shell with Teflon® coating 
for optimal waterproofing and breathability. 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Delivers Maximum   
Comfort & Protection

Unbeatable top-of-line  
medium-weight coverage 

WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™  
ULTRA COZ II DETACH-A-NECK  
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
240749        List $419.99    
Dover’s Price: $415.00

https://www.doversaddlery.com/wb-cmfitc-ultra-cozi-ii-dan-md/p/X1-240749/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg7


Comfort & Coverage   
for Cold Days!
Heavyweight defense  
against winter’s chills

WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™  
ESSENTIAL STANDARD NECK TURNOUT
240756       List $149.99    
Dover’s Price: $145.00

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

This heavyweight turnout blanket protects your 
horse on the season’s coldest days with a tough, 
waterproof and breathable 1200 denier ripstop 
outer shell and hefty 360 grams of poly fill 
insulation. Traditional side gussets for the freedom 
to move naturally and pure boa fleece trim for 
prevention of pressure and rubbing. 

https://www.doversaddlery.com/wb-cmfitc-essentl-std-neck-hvy/p/X1-240756/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg8


Waterproof, breathable and warm, a great blanket 
for colder days. Insulated with 220 grams of poly 
fill under a strong 1200 denier outer. Smooth  
210T oxford nylon lining glides over horse’s coat.  
Side gussets allow horse’s natural movements.  
Reflective strips helps you spot your horse more 
easily in low light.

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

WeatherBeeta®  
Dependability

Warm coverage your horse  
can count on in cold weather

WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ PLUS DYNAMIC II 
STANDARD NECK MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
240754      List $209.99    
Dover’s Price: $200.00

https://www.doversaddlery.com/wb-cmfitc-pls-dynmc-ii-std-nck/p/X1-240754/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg9


Tried, Tested   
Perfected!

Horse-approved comfort  
& protective coverage

RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL™  
TURNOUT SHEET
240876   $119.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

We field tested this durable sheet on a range of  
different horses in different conditions til we got it 
just right for you and your horse! Made of tough 
600 denier poly without any fill for protection 
against the elements without the weight. Easy on/off  
fasteners make it cinch to dress or remove even 
with gloves on!

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ri-turnout-sheet/p/X1-240876/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg10


RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL™ SUPREME  
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
24997   $159.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

This durable and attractive medium-weight turnout 
blanket lets your horse exercise outside on damp 
days and still stay comfy and dry. Woven in a grid 
pattern to prevent tears, the 1200 denier ripstop 
nylon outer shell is waterproof, breathable and  
cozy. Insulated with 200 grams of fill. Fleece at  
the withers lends added comfort. Easy-to-adjust 
closures for easy on/off.

Midweight Coverage   
for Colder Days

The ideal turnout blanket to 
keep your horse warm & dry

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ri-supreme-turnout-200-gms/p/X1-24997/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg11


NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™  
4-IN-1 TURNOUT SYSTEM
240121   $199.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Adjust your horse’s blanketing to meet changeable 
weather conditions year round. This 4-in-1 system lets 
your horse spend more time outdoors. Easy-to-add 
inserts work with the waterproof double-ripstop shell 
to provide light, medium and heavyweight coverage.

One Solution  
For All Seasons

Completely customizable to  
meet all your horse’s needs!

1. Place insert inside.

2. Fasten pieces together.

3. Zip up.

Adjust coverage 
by simply slipping 
one or both inserts 
inside the shell, 
fasten all together 
and zip it up! 

Watch our how-to 
video for more  
information!
WATCH NOW >

https://www.doversaddlery.com/nbl-guardsmn-4in1-to-blkt-kit/p/X1-240121/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg12
https://www.doversaddlery.com/nbl-guardsmn-4in1-to-blkt-kit/p/X1-240121/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg12


NORTHWIND® PLUS DETACH-A-NECK  
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
240148   $259.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

The Detach-A-Neck Hood makes this already  
superior turnout blanket even better. Super-strong 
1680 denier ballistic nylon outer resists rips and 
tears. Lined with 210 denier poly and insulated with 
200 grams poly fill (neck cover has 100 grams of 
fill) for ideal mid-weight warmth. And, it comes with 
a lifetime guarantee against manufacturer’s defects! 

Poll-to-Tail 
Protection

Tailor your horse’s comfort  
to the weather conditions

Shown with Detach-a-Neck

https://www.doversaddlery.com/northwind-plus-med-detach-neck/p/X1-240148/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg13


SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Waterproof and breathable with maximum fill so 
your horse exercise outdoors even on the chilliest 
days of the season. Strong and durable 1680 denier 
ballistic nylon outer resists rips and tears. Lined with 
210 denier polyester and insulated with 350 grams 
of heavyweight comforting warmth. Complete with 
tail flap for full coverage. Includes a lifetime  
guarantee against manufacturer’s defects. 

Superior Warmth   
For the Coldest Days 

Chase away the coldest chills 
with this heavyweight blanket!

NORTHWIND® PLUS HEAVYWEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
240154   $249.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/northwind-plus-heavy-to-blnkt/p/X1-240154/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg14


NORTHWIND® PLUS TURNOUT SHEET
240146   $219.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

This exceptionally tough turnout sheet delivers  
exceptional waterproof protection and durability 
for even the most rambunctious horse! Waterproof 
and breathable, 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer 
shell resists rips and tears. Reflective yarn binding   
enhances visibility in low light. 210 denier polyester 
lining. No fill for all the comfort without any added 
warmth.

The Perfect Sheet 
For Damp Days

Superior waterproof protection  
for rainy & windy turnouts

https://www.doversaddlery.com/northwind-plus-turnout-sheet/p/X1-240146/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg15


SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

A sure-to-be favorite, our super-versatile Chill Chaser 
is made of tightly woven, breathable cotton. Ideal for 
keeping the dust off during travel or before clinics or 
training, as an anti-sweat cooler or as a lightweight 
blanket liner. 

A Versatile Sheet   
That Does it All

Works hard all year round as  
a cooler, liner or show sheet

NEW DOVER SADDLERY®  
CHILL CHASER 
241052   $69.95

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ds-chill-chaser/p/X1-241052/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg16


NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL™  
FLEECE QUARTER SHEET 
241054   $99.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Soft and fleecy warmth to keep your horse’s muscles 
limber during exercise warm-ups and cool-down. 
Quality, mid-weight, anti-static, breathable fleece 
fabric wicks moisture, dries quickly and retains its 
shape. Hook-and-loop front closure provides easy 
on/off and lets this quarter sheet exercise rug be 
used under the saddle flaps or over the rider’s legs. 

Warm-up Wear   
For Your Horse

Keep horse’s muscles warm  
during cool-weather exercise

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ri-fleece-quarter-sheet-fw22/p/X1-241054/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg17


SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

With its plush shawl collar and soft breathable 
fabric, this fleecy cooler keeps your horse snug 
and comfortable after exercise or washing. 
Quality breathable fleece protects against drafts  
while wicking moisture away from skin and hair. 
Secured by twin front closures and cross surcingles.

Blanket your Horse 
In Total Comfort
Supersoft fleece keeps out  

drafts after workout or bath 

NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL™  
COZY NECK FLEECE COOLER
241056   $65.95

NEWNEW
for

FALLFALL

https://www.doversaddlery.com/ri-cozy-fleece-cooler-fw22/p/X1-241056/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pgunknown


HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
NEWMARKET QUARTER SHEET 
24497   List $120.00   
Dover’s Price: $109.95

A stylish yet practical essential to keep you riding 
and your horse’s muscles warm in cold weather. 
Made of top quality, anti-pill fleece and refined  
with heritage Newmarket stripes. This exercise rug  
is purposefully designed with a saddle cutout.  
The contoured bottom hem allows leg contact  
with your horse. 

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

Iconic Warmth  
For Cool Rides  

Classic stripes lend updated  
sophistication to this fleece 

https://www.doversaddlery.com/rambo-newmarket-quarter-sheet/p/X1-24497/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg18


HORSEWARE® IRELAND  
AMIGO® STABLE BLANKET
24216   List $95.00   
Dover’s Price: $89.95

This cool-weather essential is great for keeping 
horse warm and comfy in the barn. Updated 
technology helps this sleek and comfy blanket wick 
away moisture and provide midweight warmth. 
Designed with an improved high-tech 210 denier 
ripstop polyester outer shell insulated with 200 
grams of fiberfill. Exceptionally well made and well 
priced, it delivers everything you know to expect 
from the Horseware® Ireland family.

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

 Around the Barn   
Comfort & Style
Improved fabric & design  
ideal for indoor warmth 

https://www.doversaddlery.com/amigo-stable-blanket-medium/p/X1-24216A/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=pg19


HORSEWARE® IRELAND MIO® FLEECE SHEET
24741       List $110.00    
Dover’s Price: $65.95

SHOP SHOP NOWNOW >

HORSE CLOTHING
FALL 2022

https://www.doversaddlery.com/mio-fleece-sheet/p/X1-24741/?utm_source=lbfall22horse&utm_medium=lookbook&utm_campaign=backcover



